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1. SUMMARY

This final technical report describes research work "Theoretical and
Numerical Study of Anomalous Turbulent Transport in Plasmas" performed
under AFOSR contract 86-0156 during the period of June 15, 1986 to December
14, 1990.

Theoretical and computational analysis of particle transport in a plasma
turbulence was carried out. Particle behavior was investigated by test particle
simulations in plasma turbulences, including drift wave turbulence, ion acoustic
turbulence and Langmuir turbulence. A semiclassical approach to analyze plasma
turbulence was taken to understand particle transport.

The report includes a brief description of research accomplishments under
the support of this grant in Sec. II. Section I describes the undergraduate
fellowship program associated with this grant. Section IV lists conference
presentations, while Sec. V lists papers published in professional journals. Section
VI lists the tides of master theses and PhD dissertations supported by this grant.
The report concludes in Sec. VII by listing staffs involved in this contract.
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II. RESEARCH ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Drift wave turbulence ---- Anomalous transport of electrons in the low
frequency electrostatic turbulence (drift wave turbulence) has been studied
extensively. Electrons were known to diffuse across a magnetic field by E x B
drift, where E is a turbulent electric field fluctuation and B is a background
magnetic field. We consider the transport of electrons in the presence of shear
structure in the magnetic field. We have formulated the transport of electrons in
a moderately strong turbulence based on the drift kinetic equation. Electrons are
in resonance with waves at a mode rational surface, which is determined by the
rational numbers associated with Fourier modes of drift waves. We have sholvn
that the resonance region broadens as the turbulence becomes stronger and that
the broadening develops with time. Our new formulation of resonance
broadening explains our observation of particle transport in the test particle
numerical experiment. The resulting transport coefficient can describe nonlinear
aspect of wave-particle interaction in the drift wave turbulence. This principal
investigator was invited to give a talk on this subject at the 1989 IEEE
International Conference on Plasma Science at Buffalo, New York in May 1989.
The full paper is published in Physics of Fluids (1990).

Langmuir Turbulence --- Time dependence of velocity-diffusion
coefficient of plasma particles in Langmuir turbulence has been studied based on
the generalized Langevin equation and the derived Fokker-Planck-type equation.
The time dependent nature of the diffusion coefficient is caused by the retarded
effect of the turbulent collisions, which is responsible for the non-Markovian
stochastic process in a Gaussian (or non-Gaussian) system. The projection
operator method has been used to derive the evolution equation known as the
generalized Langevin equation for the particle velocity in an electrostatic plasma
turbulence. Upon completion of hundreds of realizations in a test particle
simulation, we obtained numerical results in agreement with analytical results.
Our results were reported by a series of papers at IEEE International Conference
on Plasma Science and at the Annual Meeting of Division of Plasma Physics of
the American Physical Society.

Ion Acoustic Turbulence --- Nonresonant interaction of plasma particles
and plasma waves has been studied in the presence of ion acoustic turbulence. We
have confirmed by test particle computer experiments that particles away from
the resonance layer could indeed diffuse as was predicted by our analytical work.
The results were reported in the Annual Meeting of Division of Plasma Physics
of the APS (1987).
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Relativistic particle acceleration --- Relativistic particle acceleration by
plasma turbulence has been studied in a quasilinear regime. Relativistic charged
particles can be accelerated by taking energy from plasma turbulence. We have
formulated the problem classically and quantum mechanically. The theory
describes the interaction between charged particles and plasmons. The self-field
created by the particle itself is also considered. Our equation reduces to the
Balescu-Lenard equation in the classical limit. This result was presented at the
APS Topical Conference on Plasma Astrophysics at Santa Fe in September, 1988.

Turbulence in toroidal geometry --- Analytical study of turbulent
fluctuations in toroidal geometry has been carried out in collaboration with
Professor A. Hirose of University of Saskatchewan, Canada. In a collisionless
plasma we have generalized the ideal MHD mode equation to describe drift-
Alfven mode and examined numerically the stability problem (published in
Nuclear Fusion (1987)). In a collisional plasma, the resistivity could be
responsible for the instability. We have examined the resistive MHD balloning
mode by solving the second order mode equation (published in the Canadian
Journal of Physics (1988) and Nuclear Fusion (1989)). The mode equation is
extended to incorporate the plasma inhomogeneity like ion-temperature-gradient.
The numerical study of the ion-temperature-gradient instability is published in
Nuclear Fusion (1987).

Semiclassical approach to plasma turbulence --- We have applied the
method of quantum electrodynamics to the analysis of plasma turbulence. The.
wave-particle interaction is viewed as a scattering process between plasma
particles and quasiparticles(plasmons, phonons). The particle transport in plasma
turbulence is then closely related to the transition probability of absorption and
emission processes. Successful application of the method resulted in clarification
of the nonresonant wave-particle interaction in plasma turbulence (published in
Physical Review A (1987)). On the other hand, such a viewpoint is applied to the
interaction between photons and plasmons, and a novel scheme of photon
acceleration (or frequency up-shifting of electromagnetic wave) is proposed
(accepted for publication in Physical Review A).
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I1. UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM

The undergraduate research fellowship program was initiated by Dr. Robert
Barker of AFOSR and our plasma laboratory was involved in the program
during the period of the contract. The selected undergraduate students were
involved in the related research. They participated in a weekly plasma seminar
with graduate students and presented their assigned topics at the seminar. The
names of undergraduate students and the titles of their final reports are listed
here.

From May 16 to August 31. 1987:

1. Theodore Christopher Grabowski
"Anomalous Particle Transport in Drift Wave Turbulence in a Plasma"

2. Christopher James Koath
"Study of Diffusion and Friction in an Electrostatic Turbulent Plasma"

3. David Edward Stahlke
"Ion Acoustic Plasma Turbulence and Data Processing"

From June 15, 1988 to May 31. 1989:

1. Hok Tung Wong
"Application of MAGIC Code to the Study of Plasma Turbulence"

2. David Stahlke
"A Computational Study of Various Two-Stream Instabilities"

3. Mark Thompson
"A Numerical Experiment of Relativistic Particle Diffusion in a Plasma

Turbulence"
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IV. LISTING OF CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS

Conference presentations of the research results obtained under the
contract AFOSR 86-0156 are listed here.

1. Nonresonant Wave-Particle Interaction from the Quantum Mechanical
Viewpoint, 0. Ishihara, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 31, 1560 (1986).

2. Numerical Study of Turbulence, E. Robinson and 0. Ishihara, Bull. Am.
Phys. Soc. 31, 1497 (1986).

3. Real Space Diffusion in Drift Wave Turbulence, E. Robinson and 0.
Ishihara, IEEE Int. Conf. Plasma Sci., paper 2X5 (Arlington, VA 1987).

4. Analytical and Numerical Study of Anomalous Friction in a Plasma
Turbulence, W. Ho and 0. Ishihara, IEEE Int. Conf. Plasma Sci., paper
5T3 (Arlington, VA 1987).

5. Resistive Modes in Tokamaks, A. Hirose, T.L. Kroeker, and 0. Ishihara,
Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 32, 1773 (1987).

6. Study of Velocity Diffusion of Test Particles in Ion Acoustic Turbulence,
K.M. Yuen, 0. Ishihara, and A. Hirose, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 32, 1859
(1987).

7. Quasilinear Effects on Turbulent Bremsstrahlung, 0. Ishihara and A.
Hirose, buil. Am. Phys. Soc. 32, 1859 (1987).

8. Stochastic Heating of Plasma Particles in Ion Acoustic Turbulence, K.M.
Yuen and 0. Ishihara, Spring Meeting of the Texas Section of the
American Physical Society (Austin, TX March, 1988).

9. Plasma Particle Diffusion in Drift Wave Turbulence, C. Grabowski and 0.
Ishihara, Spring Meeting of the Texas Section of the Am. Phys. Soc.
(Austin, TX March, 1988).

10. Stochastic Diffusion in the Absence of Resonances, 0. Ishihara, W. Ho,
K.M. Yuen, and A. Hirose, IEEE Int. Conf. Plasma Sci. (Seattle, WA
1988).

11. Resistive MHD Ballooning Mode in Tokamaks, A. Hirose and 0. Ishihara,
IEEE Int. Conf. Plasma Sci. (Seattle, WA 1988).

12. Relativistic Quasilinear Particle Acceleration in Plasma Turbulence, 0.
Ishihara, APS Topical Conf. on Plasma Astrophysics (Santa Fe, NM
1988). Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 34, 1287 (1989).

13. Saturation of Nonlinear Drift Mode Induced by Toroidicity, 0. Ishihara
and A. Hirose, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 33, 1941 (1988).

14. Time-Dependent Diffusion Coefficient for Non-Markovian Process in
Plasma Turbulence, H. Xia and 0. Ishihara, Bull. Am. 7hys. Soc. 33,
2020 (1988).
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15. Study of Stochastic Heating Mechanism of Plasma Particles in the Presence
of Ion Acoustic Turbulence, K.M. Yuen and 0. Ishihara, Fall Meeting of
the Texas Section of the American Physical Society (Lubbock, TX 1988).
Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 34, 1521(1989).

16. Velocity Diffusion Coefficient as a Function of Time, H. Xia and 0.
Ishihara, Fall Meeting of the Texas Section of the Am. Phys. Soc.
(Lubbock,TX 1988). Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 34, 1521 (1989).

17. Particle Diffusion in Turbulent Fields: Transition from Quasilinear to
Nonlinear Stage, 0. Ishihara, IEEE Int. Conf. Plasma Sci. (Buffalo,
NY 1989). (Invited Talk).

18. Generalized Langevin Equation for Plasma Turbulence, H. Xia and 0.
Ishihara, IEEE Int. Conf. Plasma Sci. (Buffalo, NY 1989).

19. Study of Properties of the Stochastic Processes in Plasma Turbulence, H.
Xia and 0. Ishihara, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 34, 1926 (1989).

20. Photon Acceleration: Three Wave Interaction, 0. Ishihara, IEEE Int. Conf.
Plasma Sci. (Oakland, CA 1990).

21. Effect of Turbulent Collisions on Diffusion in Stationary Plasma
Turbulence, H. Xia and 0. Ishihara, IEEE Int Conf.Pasma Sci. (Oakland,
CA 1990).

22. Photon Acceleration by the Plasmon-Photon-Photon Interaction, 0.
Ishihara, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 35, 2125 (1990).

23. Analysis of the Non-Markovian Behavior in Velocity Diffusion Process,
H. Xia and 0. Ishihara, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 35, 1956 (1990).

24. Photon Acceleration by Plasma Turbulence, 0. Ishihara, IEEE Int. Conf.
Plasma Sci. (Williamsburg, VA 1991).

25. Characteristics of Distribution Function in a Time-Dependent Velocity
Diffusion Process, H. Xia and 0. Ishihara, IEEE Int. Conf. Plasma Sci.
(Williamsburg, VA 1991).
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V. LISTING OF PUBLICATIONS

Publications of the research results obtained under the contract AFOSR 86-
0156 are listed here.

1. Nonresonant Wave-Particle Interaction in Semiclassical Quasilinear
Theory, 0. Ishihara, Phys. Rev. A35, 1219-1225 (1987).

2. Drift Alfven Eigenmode in Tokamaks, A. Hirose and 0. Ishihara, Nuclear
Fusion 27, 1231-1238 (1987).

3. Search for Ion Temperature Gradient Driven, Electrostatic Hydrodynamic
Instability in Tokamaks, A. Hirose and 0. Ishihara, Nuclear Fusion 27,
1439-1451 (1987).

4. Resistive Ballooning Mode in Tokamaks, A. Hirose, T.L. Kroeker, and 0.
Ishihara, Can. J. Phys. 66, 1069-1075 (1988).

5. Resistive MHD Ballooning Mode in Tokamaks, A. Hirose and 0. Ishihara,
Nuclear Fusion 29,795-803 (1989)

6. Resonance Broadening in Drift Wave Turbulence, 0. Ishihara, C.
Grabowski, and A. Hirose, Phys. Fluids B2, 270-279 (1990).

7. Photon-Plasmon-Photon Interaction, 0. Ishihara, Phys. Rev. A (in
press).
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VI. LISTING OF THESES AND DISSERTATIONS

Master theses and doctoral dissertations supported by the contract AFOSR
86-0156 are listed here.

Maser Theses

1. Edward Kyle Robinson, "Real Space Diffusion in Drift Wave
Turbulence" (1987).

2. Kin-Ming Yuen, "Velocity Space Diffusion in Ion Acoustic Turbulence"
(1989).

PhD Dissertations

1. Wai H. Ho, "Wave-Particle Interaction in Plasma Turbulence" (final
version is in preparation).

2. Huajuan Xia, "The Non-Markovian Process in Velocity Diffusion in the
Stationary Plasma Turbulence" (in preparation).
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VI. STAFFS

Faculty Investigator:

Professor Osamu Ishihara of Department of Electrical Engineering and
Department of Physics at Texas Tech University is a principal investigator.

Graduate Research Assistants:

During the period of the contract, two doctoral students and two master
students were supported.

Underraduate Research Assistants:

Five undergraduate students were supported under the program of
undergraduate research fellowship.

Financial record was kept by Ms. Sandra Branch of the Department of
Electrical Engineering. She was partially supported by this contract.
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Program of the Twenty-Eighth Annual Meeting
of the Division of Plasma Physics
Baltimore, Maryland; 3- 7 November 1986
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nVeLIXA -* ones t nmre of wave-particle
interaction Is clarified from tbe viewpoint of quencum
mechanics. The lnteraction of particles and
quaipatlcles (plasm.. phonm. e.tc.) Is described
by a scattering process which Is charatecized by a
.*ransteio probability. A proper tCreatment Of be
i-dependent interaction Umiltemen reveal. diet

both the resonant a maearest mature of
particle-quasipartls Interactio , comtributes to
transition probability. The resonant transition
probablity (1. Iz - as Fermia golden rule. is nov
supplmated by a mueeseent part. which guaratees
die conservati of easef and momenm In die system
a i.s predicted by the clasical quasilinear theory.

* work supported by AUSR, under grant AES-86-0lS6.
III Z. C. Krria. In Advances In-lanma hysics. ad..

by A. Simon and V. 3. Thompson. Vol. 3. p.lS7
(Wiley. New York. 199).

4T 26
Numerical Study of Teet Particle Tranaport in Urift
Wave Tubulenceo* Ia. Robinson and 0. Tahihars, TeXa.
Tech University - In drift .wave turbulence wbere the
u agnetic field Is ozpressed as 5 - 50(.xII.1). L
uhear length, a teal space diffusion coefficient has
been formulaced1 and t. found to have siamid r char-
acteristics as the time dependent diffusiou coefficient
derived for velocity space in Langusir tutbulence. 2

A numerical experiment reveal* the particle diffusion
In real space In the x direction. Test particles are
followed in their trajectories In the preacribed ran-
dom electrostatic fields, 4 itot) - , ezp[il y
+ kaz -"mt)] . where j is the electic potential
of the (u.n) mode. A Mliary result of che ob-
served diffue.. coenfficent demastratas the time
dependent structure of the diffuslon coefficient as
predicted by the analytical study.

* Wotk supported by AlM aider grant AOR-86-0156
1. A. Salat, Z. Vaturforsch. Tfail A 38. 116 (1983).
2. 0. lehihara and A. Uroese, Itys. Fluids 28. 2159

(1983).



CONFERENCE RECORD - ABSTRACTS

1067 IEEE INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE
ON PLASMA SCIENCE

June 1-3, 1987

Aifington, Virginia

2X5
Real Space Difusion In Drift Wave Turbule

E Rbbuson and 0.lsm~a

Toma Tech Utkvre*. Ihdfbo&c Toma 7940

In drift wave Unbulence characlerized by a sheared mnag-
neti rael A - Bo(ez + X4l..,70). where L,~ Is the shear

length. and random electrstatc fields. 4)( I t) -

X O'Wy Y. m, where 4D m. Is the electric potential
of the (mn) mode, a nmerical expedment has been carded
oan to examine the parkde diffusion proces in rel SIace. Two
cases are examined, one with an Infinite numbier of n-mos
and the other with a singl n-mode. 100 rn-modes ea used foc
both cases. For inft n-modes. diffusion coefgficet found

are in agreeumn with toe Value 13 s- WE (Im4m 2 ) as was
predicted1 for a low turbulence level. while for a single
n-mde we observe that diffusin greatly depends on the choice
of mend n.

An analytical exression for the space diffusion In the
x-dinection Is given by

l m2Dt2(3s - 2l)

where X Is the Initial position of a test parti". exhiits
analogous, char.esc t o h usnervlct space
diffusion coefficlent.2 For low turbulence levels, Eq. (1)
shows quasilinw-11 betavlor.

D(X) - X, (Im j)ZM + n). (2)

at the resonant locations. X - -(Aim). From further
examination of the singl n-mode at a rather high tubulence
level, we have observed deviation of the diffusion coefficient
from tha of Ef. (2). La. hNO turbulen levels cause diffusion
In the space surroundinl;go hesonan location as Is predicted
by Eq. (1). A coreparative study between the foal space
diffusion in drift wave turbulence and the velocity space
diffusin In Lmagmui tubulence. W a 2 pe 8 a Cathe strn
tubulence leve demonstrates the *nme dependent naure of the
dilfusion coeftlcent a was described by Eq. (0).

Work supa e by AFOSA under grant AFOSR-66-156.
.ASalai. Z akrlosdL Tel a 3L 116911 (V96).

2. 0. Wshera and A. Him"e. Ptiys. Rulda 2L. 2159 (1965).
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SMd of Velocity Diffusion 'of Test Partcles in Ion Acoustic
TFurblulence.' KJ4. Yuen aid 0. Ishiara, Texas Tech UnIv.,
and A. Hirose, Univ. of Saskatchewan.- rdr O tuy
velocity diffusion of ica on acauic tmbadence, we set
the test particles mi prescribed turbulent electric fields. The
numerical experimnents wre castled am with pwrtcles plaCd
randomly in the system, or -alternatively we followed the
test particles with the same initial Position fo different
realization of electric fiels. The lon acoustic' trbulence Is
modeled by the dispersion relatin which is characterized by
either nondispersive or dispersive noate. lte' resouts of the
numerical experiments inidicate thw in both n00aIsperIve
aind dispersive cases, Ions wi ch 'do not satisfy W~e resonant
condition do diffuse i velocity opace. The analytical studY*
As shows a possibility of diffusion of nonreswnut particles
if the turbulent spectrum has a finite correlation timue-t
The numerical resuits show fak agreement with theoretical
predictiom provided that the iitial velocities wre set within
critical values. which are locate well above and well below
the phase velocity of the waves. it has also been obeerved
that there is no stochastic heating of particles If their Ini-
tial velocities are set outside the critical raige
*supported by AFWSR under Grant AFOSR-56.dI56A.
1. A. Hirose A 0. Ishihara. &Dl. Am. Phys. Soc. -2-, 1238

(1934).
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9maimlnar Effects on Turbulent bremsstrathfung. 0.
istilhars., Texas Tech Univ., and A. lMirose,~ Univof Sas-
katchewaaT - -~ of low frequenc onacuic
turbulnc Into high frequency Lanagmur waves Is re-
examined In the context of weak turbulence theory. Con-
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*Supported by AFOSR tinder grant APC6R464156A 40L1)
and tISERC, Canada ("aJ.

1. Y.M. Tsytovich, L.. Stenfho, ftI. WilheImssmn, Physlca

2. A. itrose, Corn. Plasma. Phys. Commr Pus. 1,117 (13).
3. 0.P. Muots A 0. Pume, Phys. Fluids 27 212 (1901.
4..3. Kulir & 0. metros, Astrophys . 25 I (m~S).
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9:12
AD2
Stochascci Hesering of Plitema Particles In ton Acouset
Xsatbualmnca K.. TMfl and 0. ISUMARA. Texas Tech
Unix. stochastic process of plasma io"s placed in the
background iou acoustic turbulence is studied analyti-
cally and nmerically. The dispersion reLation of the
ion acoustic wave Is given by w - We. where C, is the
io- acoustic velocity. The random mature of the turbu-
lonce is characctized by the correlation funcion of
electric fields. Us model the turbulence by discreta
Fourier modes and: the envelope of its correlation func-
tion fores a Caeussian spectrm. Byf controlling the
width of the spectrum, the model is applicable to a
single mode as a limit and to the wide-baud turbulence.
It Is shown that when the spectrum widtch become wider
the heating rate of plasma particles becomes larger.
Stochastic heating Is found to cake place for ions in
resonance and also not in resonance with ion acoustic
waves.

*Supported by AFMS under grant AFOSZ-86-OIS4A.

11!12
AD1 2

Plam Prtile iffusion In Drift Vs,. Turbulence. C.
GAOUSIC and 0. ISIWA. Txas Tisch .* notions of
plasma particles have been studied immerically and
analytically when the particles are subjected to beth a
background magnetic field and electric fields created by
drift wave turbulence. For chese studies. test parti-
clad At* placed in a field model In slab geometry. Both
the random electric fields and the background magnetic
field, with Increasing shear In the a direction. are set
to be confined in the y-z plane. Immerical and analyti-
Cal results Indicate that particle motions Increase
along the X axis as the magnitude of the electric fields
increases and as the density of the sode rational sur-
faces Increases along the a axis. %bahre the mode ratio-
Sal surface is defined' by x - -n/mn with a and a being
mode ~e of the electric fields.

*Supported by AFOS under grant AMOR-66-OlSEA.
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4C6
Stochastic Diffusion in the Absence of Resonances*

0. Ishihara. V. Ho and K.M. Yuen
Department of Electrical ftgineering
Tezas Tech University. Lubbock. Texas

and
A. Hirose

Department of lhsics
University of Saskatchewan. Saskatoon. Canada

The nooresoant nature of charged particle motion
in the electrostatic plasma turbulence is studied nu-
marically and analytically by artificially suppressing
the resonant conditions of wavo-particle interaction.
.sonresonant structure in the phase space is realized
in the test particle nmerical experiments by two
different methods. One approacb is to make use of
discreteness of the spectrum of plasma turbulence.
Test particles placed in velocity space may not reach
any of two adjacent modes in the extremely weak turbu-
lence. This situation is modeled for electrons placed
in the Langmuir turbulence. 1 Another approach is to
place test particles completely out of the resonant
region in' velocity space. This situation is modeled
for ions placed in the ion acoustic turbulence. 2 Nu-

mrical experiments are carried out for test particles
placed in prescribed random electric fields. whose
second order correlation functions are characterized
by sinusoidal structure with the exponential damping
in real space, described by the sunation of Fourier
nodes as

E(x.t) - S f(kj)cos(w(kj)t-kjx + 5j).

where f(k ) is a shaping factor with Gaussian form. Bj
is a rano phase. and Vkj) - 1 for Langmuir waves
and w(kj) - kj/(1+j 2 )l/2 for ion acoustic waves.
Test particles. ranging from 20 to 2000 in number, are
followed in their trajectories in the discrete fluctu-
ation spectrum with mod numbers 20 to 400. Diffusion
coefficients are measured in velocity space by taking
mean square variation as a function of time and com-
pared with the analytic predictions evaluated by

D(v) - ()odt Idx 6(x.vt)<(x'.t-)E(x'+.tl+t)>.

where @/A is a charge/mass ratio and set to be 1.
Stochastic diffusion observed numerically both in
Langmuir turbulence and in ion acoustic turbulence is
in good agreement with the theory in the scale of
Kolmogorov time defined by t K - (k2 D) 1/ 3 . In the
Langmuir turbulence, diffusion is observed even well
below the critical turbulence level given by the
criterion for the resonance overlapping. Our observa-
tion suggests the possible stochastic acceleration of
charged particles in the nonresonant nature in the
plasma turbulence.

1. 0. Ishihara and A. Hirose. Phys. Fluids Z8. 2159
(1965).-

2. A. Hirose and 0. Ishihara. Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 22.
1238 (1984).

Work supported by AFOSIt under Grant AFOSR-86-0156A
(0.1.. U.H.. K.Y.) and by NSERC of Canada (A.H.).



4C7
RESISTIVE OM BALLOONING NOWE IN TOVANAKS*

A. Hiroo*
Dept. of Physics. Univ. of Saskatchewan
Saskatoon. Soakatchewan. SIN OWO. Canada

0. Ishihers
Dept. of Elect. 3mg.. Texas Tech Univ.

Lubbock. TX 19409

A sode equatin for the resistive NNO ballooning
mode In low 0 tokamak magnetic geometry has been
derived end analyzed beth analytically and numerically.
Any resistive "moe in a high itemperaur tokamak
require strong radial localization about a moe
matinl surface, In order to satisfy ve )I) koir)V.
no. in t the electron-iam collision frequency and
k (r) - ker/L. Is the parallel gradient With P being
a; radial distance true the rationa surface, and L.
the oea length. Stroing radial localization makes the
magnetic drift frequency operator

secular. and the conventional ordering

a. as 3, WD

totally breasa down. The formulation In the present
study is free fro, any ordering among the frequencies

a. % andu wo nd thus offer* a genralizati'n of the
coaveatienal node equation for arbitrarily strong
radial localization. The mode equation. baned an
electruetatic ion response and fully electromagnetic
electron response. is given In Fourier space by

,2 fL % 2 GR

where

80A so #e %,( wrac)*i-i (11

al - I -r)

Oe - *-b 1 0 () . -l 3ko,1(ftlvo- (,JI TO i-r

No unstable andes have been predicted analytically and
found numerically for the mode equation. The .only
bounded noletion, analytically predicted In the stable
ion diamagnetic node. The daming factor Is prtoor
tional to the magnetic *hear and ca. the toreidicity.
This hen been fully confirmed by numerical Integration
with parameters relevant to present-day tokamak*.

Oosored by QURC. Canada (A.I.) and ANGM (0.1.)
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1212 Relativistic Ouasilinear Particle Ac-
celeration in Plasma Turbulence.* 0. XSHIHARA,
TeasTech .- Relativistic quasilinear kinetic
theory Is developed to describe particle accal-
eration in the presence of plasma turbulence.
Scattering between charged particles and plas-
mone is considered. It is asmmed that each
time a particle makes a transition the energy
it gains (or loses) comes from (or goes into)
the energy of turbulent fluctuations. The theo-
ry includes nonresonant interactions between
charged particles and plasmons since plassons
are known to carry not only electric field en-
ergy but also oscillating energy of pixticles.l
The formulation takes into account the self
fields created by the particle itself, which
can be Incorporated as the effect of renormali-
zation of the particle mass. 2 Tho derived equa-
tion reduces to the Balescu-Lenard equation in
the classical limit. A possible mechanism of
cosmic ray acceleration is discussed based on
this theory.

*Supported by US AFOSR Grant AFOSR-86-0156..
10. Ishihara, Phys. Rev. A. U5, 1219 (1987).
2V.N. Tsytovich , Soy. Phys. jETP U2. 3 (1980).
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3V23 Slaturation of -Nonlinear 10rift Wade

ILZ by oroidicitv. * 0. XI3.A,. 2
v~nJ.asi, and A. KXFCSZ, gnjjrt..of

Wantchm-oauaks are know to be unsta-
ble with -respect to a drift node because of
their toroidicity. T!he turbalenoe level at
Saturation of the drift mode Is studied with
the assumption of cold ions and the electron
temperature gradient as a principal nonlinear-
ity. A positive nonlinear frequency Shift Is
given by AO - (qe2/12k 2)1#12 , Whom go is
the electron temperature gradient relative to
a density gradient, k - kfpg(k. is a poloi-
del azimuthal wavenumber, ps is an Ion larmor
radius with an electron temperature) * and 4 is
the peak boundary value of the potential. 2%e
nonlinearity sensitively modifies the radial
profile of the drift mode, which In turn In-
due". nonlinear wave damping. The resulting
turbulence level at saturation falls in be-
tween the strong turb~ulence limit due to Ion
nods coupling and" the weak turbulence limit
due to electron trapping.
*Supported by XSERC, Canada (A.B.) and ATOMK
under grant 86-0156 (0.!.).

6S2 Tine-Dependent Diffusion 'Coefficient
Zor Non-Narkovian Process In Plasma Yurha-
lance.* H. XIA and 0. ISUHAP.A, ZMW-A
University--Recent study of resonance broaden-
ing theory showed the time dependent nature of
a diffusion coefficient of Plasma particles in
velocity space, 1,2 where a particle orbit mod-
ification is properly treated. Such a timie
dependence of diffusion coefficient in studied
based on the generalized Langevin equation,
where a frictional force exerted by the effec-
tive collisions due to plasma tubumlenoe is
included with its retarded effect. This
retarded effect is responsible for the non-
Karkovian process in a Gaussian system. It Is
shown that a derived Tokker-Planck-type equa-
tion has a diffusion coefficient whichdens
on time and reducs to the conventionlqai
-linear diffusion coefficient in a bottime
limit of much less than the effective colli-
Sian tine.
*Supported by AFOSR under grant 66-0156.
1. 0. Isbibar& and A. Hirose, whys. Fluids 26,

21SS (1965).
2. A. Salat, Phys. Fluids 31, 1499 (1966).
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and~~ anlucfY. Tublnce is modIled b

rand lecr fields with discretePure
modes and the correlation function of thd ied
is assumcd so be Gaussian. Teat ion aced
in a background of lon acoustic DMubuleme and
the stt pic afrtcle motions amstudied. We
have &Vbwo stochastic heating Ca take
place for ion both in resonance ?Ad Oft in
resonance with ion acoustic wav*I Resonan
particles keep absorbing energy from the
background turbulence wHe the ooe-resonant

particles undergo alternate heating and cooling
peids with a net heating effect. For tae ions

whoc ame located in -velocity space cloer to the
phase velocity of the loa acoustic waves arm
observed .10 be heated more effectively than
those which are located far from the phase
velocity of the waves . The numerical results
fairly agree with *the analytical prediction.

Supprted by AFOSR bnder grant 86-0156
1. Yuen and 0. IshihtaMa ButL Ant. Phr.s SOC.

2.1659 (1987).

turbulence was Presented by WalesOckt and
was developed as extended resonance
broadening theories*2.3. The theories wer
developed en the assumption of Glauusim and
Markovian stochastic process. Based on the
Mori-Kabo generalized Langewin equation. the
exact gceeaized Fokker-Planck equation

corespndigto the Gaussian but otewise
arbitrary stochastic force is studied. It arees
asypotically to. the PhenomenologCal

Fok~e-Paak quation for system exhibting
short-time tall decay. And it shows a velocity
diffusion coefficent as a function at time Those
theories are examined by the numerical
experionts "Where the velocity diffusion
coefficients are measured in plasma turbuleace.

S " byAFOSR under grant 860156
2.0 Islara nd A: tires. PhYL R

2159 (19M).
3.SaA."Phys. luids 31, 1499(I91).

Vol. 34, No. 6(1989)
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3A3-4-NVITED PAPER
Particle Diffusion in Turbulent

Fields: Transition from Ouasilinear to
Nonlinear Staqe*

Osamu Ishihara
Department of Electrical Engineering

Texas Tech University, Lubbock, Texas

Charged particles in random electric
fields are known to diffuse over phase
velocity resonant layer in velocity space
(1,21, while charged particles placed in a
sheared magnetic field diffuse over the
mode rational surfaces due to 3xB random
fluctuations (3). We study in detail the
transition of particle diffusion in
turbulent fields from quasilinear (constant
diffusion rate) to nonlinear regime (time
dependent rate) by test particle numerical
experiments.

we consider the equation of motion:
d4/dt=C. d /di = R(.Q), where R(3.) is a random

electric -field, (4. t. R) - (x. v. qEn) for
particle motion in random fields, and
(k. . R) = (y. % z/A4. cEy/LcB0) for guiding center
motion in a sheared magnetic field, where Ls
is the shear length, %% is the particle
velocity along the magnetic field, and c is
the speed of light. Random fields are
prescribed to have Gaussian structure in
Fourier modes with the spectrum width 6k.
Trajectories of test particles are followed

and statistics of t variance is examined. We
define the diffusion coefficient by
R-01d-/dt 0 where the time slope of the

variance is to be taken at t.<t<t,, t' is

the autocorrelation time, 1/(8kt), and t, is

the time at which particles reach the edge
of the resonance layer. We have observed
that particle diffusion rate is substan-
tially deviated from the quasilinear value
aru depends on time when the amplitude of
random field becomes larger. Such a
transition from quasilinear to nonlinear
diffusion is observed without particle loss
from the resonance region. Time dependent
diffusion coefficient may be explained by!-
the effect of retarded friction caused by
turbulent fluctuations (4].

1. 0. Ishihara and A. Hirose, Phys. Fluids
28, 2159 (1985).

2. A. Salat, Phys. Fluids Ut, 1499 (1988).
3. S. P. Hirshman and K. t4olvig, Phys. Rev.

Lett. A2, 648 (1979).
4. H. Xia and 0. Ishihara, Bull. Am. Phys.

Soc. Ul, 2020 (1988).

*Supported by the AFOSR under Grant 86-0156.



1P3
Generalized Langevin Equation for

Plasma Turbulence*

Huajuan Xia and Osamu Ishihara
Department of Electrical Engineering
Texas Tech University, Lubbock, Texas

The generalized Langevin equation,
originally derived for the study of
Brownian motion by Hori(l) and Kubo(2),
has been applied to the study of plasma
turbulence. The evolution equation for the
particle velocity in an electrostatic
plasma turbulence is derived by the
projection operator method. The time
integral appearing in the equation
indicates that the wave-particle
interaction in a plasma is not a Karkovian
process. Thus the wave-particle interaction
cannot be described as instantaneous
collisions between particles and wave
quanta (quasi-particles) as is usually
done in a conventional weak turbulence
theory.

He consider plasma particles placed in
an electrostatic plasma turbulence
characterized by random electric fields
(Gaussian process). Particles placed I
initially at (x,v) move in the random
fields to (xt, vt) in phase space at time
t. Then the particle velocity can be
expressed as vt - e -i~t v

where -iZ is the Liouville operator and
is given by -LC - v 9/2x + (e/m)E(x)la2v.
The evolution equation (the generalized
Langevin equation) for vt can be derived by
the method of the projection operator as

d e t

- t = e- E(x)-- 7 t_, (x, v)v(x, v) dt

wh,=LC -if - -il(-P)Z, 1 is a projection
operator, and 7t_ is a friction function.
The time integral of the right hand side
demonstrates the memory effect in the
wave-particle interaction. The cumulant
expansion of the characteristic function of
vt. <exp(itvt)>. shows the tiow-dependent
nature of the velocity variance. We find
that the memory effect or the influence of
the past on particle trajectories in phase
space limits the particle diffusion in
velocity space, in agreement with the
earlier observations (3,4).
1.1. Mori, Prog.Theor.Phys..U,423 (1965).
2.R. Kubo, Prog.Theor.Phys.2j, Part 1,

255 (1966).
3.0. Ishihara and A. Hirose, Phys. Fluids
2A, 2159 (1965).

4.A. Sdlat, Phys. Fluids 31, 1499 (1988).

*Work supported by AFOSR under Grant 86-
0156.
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2P2-16
PIYON A~CCLERA11t:

THREE-WAVE IWIEACflO

Tcus T* Usvesny 11aaoc, Texas

Roceady a fauqueoP) updaiftia of shoit paisns of laser
tigh was studied by Dawson and odmeistlj. photons. which
propagate in a plam. With effective mass of fwojcl, were
dhown wo be acoderasd (upsiffud in %) by propagating down
the densey puien of a longitodinul -lsu wame

we study the posaflty cipoo cleratioa from the
viewpoint of throe-wave interatin( We consider doat a
Photon wit momeum ftqm, and tnerg fVAk~ will combine
a pbama. with momentum fiq4. and einergy fhe.g to give a
Photon with momentum fhqp.& and energy tmw~~j The waves
will eakmc one another d-uh h wave-patmele interaction asI
shown beow

I photon(f)

-he Ii= I byteueo-teitnco

Ha=inAn bemc particles and lqoiudinal quasipanicles

H.. - J d3x T-0() -11(%) TOO(x.
wwre 7x Psa av function of plasmaparticles, while the
interaction vertex function for the photo-partice can be
obtinud fico die interaction Hanailsonian beme partices and

where LG and At we the aero-ader and the first-order vector
doesiL. reqwvy. On. calIcaatm of dine venex function for

this dune-waveineat process rveals that there will be no
transition so ocnif dine plsais cold and mionuy. We have
found tha the- estim prbability beomores maximumn when
dine plam.ptcles nm in the dkocdon odlongtudinal asrm

osiltos(plastnons) along with die direction of polarzation
of vectorpotental A. reslting in the upshifing of frequency of
the oueosn Phto fields.

Supponad by AFOSR under Grant 86-ll56

II S.C Wilka. J.M. Dawson. W.B. Mori. T. Katsouleas. and
ME Jones. Phys. Rev. Lwnai 62. 2600 (1989).

121 E.G. Harrs. in Advance in Plasma Physics. ed. by
A. Simon and W.B. Thompson (lnterscicnce. New york,
1969). Vol. 3. p. 157.



1B-7
EFFECT OF TURBULENT COLLISIONS ON

DIFFUSION IN STATIONARY PLASMA TURBULENCE'

H. Xis and 0. Ishihara
Deparanent of Electrical Engineering

Texas Tect University. Lubbock. Texas

Reetythe velocity diffusion process was studied
by -erlizd~m eiation derived by heprojection

opa mewhdodl]. The further study shows= t do yaw ret Ie
ffictional function, -V(I). plays an hmportant wkl in suppressing

parice diffusion i die velociy space in strnger turbulence as
muchi as the resonance broadening effect. The retarded
frictional effect, produced by the effective collision due wo the
plasmta tiubulence, is described as

- .2.. (E.t(x,v)AE(xv)),
M2(v~v)

where C..) indicates an average over real (x) and velocity (v)'
acsand rando fluctuation field Et(x~v) is assumed to be a

usabut non-Markovian and non-wide-sense stationary
process The velocity diffusion coefficient in a stationary
plasma turbulenice in dhe absence of magnetic field is given as

D(v,t) = I2 d-ci dT2 X(-r) xVt-T) OI-T .r

where

((. ,c E - (x~v). EM(x,v))

F. 1: EE SQ,,vWX'91.2) - kxztj.x

with -c >. a spatial average is the resonance broadening term.
discussed in the reference 2. Heme

X~t = -L dw C
2x f) *AO

introduces die effct of turbulent collisions on die velocity space
diffusion (1%e) is dwuexrWe transform of 1(t)). 7Ue diffusion
rate becomes timec-dependent because of the non-Markovian
nature of due random pr c es involved. he relation beween.
the proposed formulation and the extended resonance
broadening theory(21 is discussed. We also carry out test
patcle nunuerical = eprm for Langituir turbulence towtes
the theoies. In a stronger turbulence a deviation of the
diffusion rat fr the one predicted by both the quasilinea and
the extended resonance theories has been observed and is
explained qualitatively by the present formuilationt.

0Supported by AFOSR under grant 86.156.

(II H. Xia and 0. hlhara Dull. Am. Phys. Soc 34.19M6
(1989).

(21 0. Islulsaa and A. Himse. Phys. Fluids 28. 2159 (1985).



Program of. the Thirty-Second Annual Meeting
of the Division of Plasma Physics
Cincinnati, Ohio; 12-16 November 1990

en.~t Inn -0. ISHIHARA, ?V.~~nvr

J~~-Photon acceleration in a plasma will be
observed as a frequency upshifting in the
electromagnetic wave propagating in a plasma.
We study photon acceleration from the
viewpoint of photon emission by the
interaction between plasmon and photon. Three
waves* photon, plasmon and photon, interact
one another through the interaction between
the wave and plasma particles. The
relativistic Interaction Hamiltonian betvein
particles of species s. and photons ate given
by H--e'.Jd3XY-aAY. where a Is -a 4X4 matrix
expressed in terms of Pauli matrices and a Is
a vector potential, while the .interaction
Hlamiltonian between particles and plasmons Is
E-ejd3XY*YT, where # is a scalar potential.
The frequency upahifting is analyzed in terms
of the energy gain of photon as a result of
three wave interaction.

*Supported by AFOSR under grant 86-0156.

2R2knaly-tim nf the Hnn-Marknvian RjeAbn ~r in
VA~nnity fljffnuilrn Proec,,@q* H.* XIA -and 0.
ISfZIN.iA, Texas Tec ini~v, t __ The non-
Karkovian diffusion in velocity space was
observed In the test..- particle computer
simulations of the plasma turbulenceall. The
intrinsic non-Karkovian effects such as
resonance broadening and retarded turbulent
collisions were found to be responsible for such
behavior(21. The numerical experiment in the'
moderately strong Lagmir turbulence, where the
resonance region Is bounded by the lower
boundary, shows that particles diffuse toward
the upper resonance layer after they hit the
lower boundary. It is found that the non-
Markovian behavior due to the boundary effect
further deviates the time-dependent diffusion
coefficient predicted by the intrinsic non-
Karkovian effects.
*Supported by AFVSR under grant 86-0156.
I. O.Ishihara and A.Hirose, Phys.Fluids M8. 2159
(1985); A.Salat, Phys.Fluids UI, 1499 (1966).
2. H.Xia and O.Ishihara, IEEE lat. Conf. on
Plasma Science (Oakland, CA* 1990).
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PHrOUN ACCELRATION
BY PLASMA TUUE

0. hhlha
Dqwbmo(BhcIca BOSlaeedng

Tuii Tabh Univeity. Labbock Texas

Rasenty. we proposed a novel 106111od Of photon
accelerationt I.in h lebt omsgnd avs1cwe into a
coUstUYI laumus catrdo untye 1h lsa UUO. Plasma Waves andandw; heEtbdec upd waves WE upidf1eby

absobbiaaeq ofaeplunaubulaceinstabilities

for do above mentioned schme for die case eithe plasma
Dates as n-relatlvlstic or reladvistio. We smu With

Rawltolanfor a pardble of species a in an electramagmedo

2m$

fe- M ac 4A (X)) + P iSC2 + C4(x

where A(z) and O~(z) ane the vecto and scalar potenials, of t
field, a and AI ame the dimensionless Tlrac 4 x4 matrices
described as 2 x 2 muaices. The thee-wave intexaction takes
place amog ph"to (01. qj, plasmnon (rh q2) and Photon,
013. q3).1%e scattered - (C113 413) will have the ftqunc
of 03, C4 0+ thgovened by dweconservation law. The VOsi

trnf ~ fV~w(CSr Ishhara

x (v , - +, ( Zo) 1-z,0,vq~ Teais Tech University
Box 4439-103102

+ 2agq, jrq~ - '1g~us Lbok X79409
0% -TV 0% Q- V.qs) Ovq

where, Uq4i and Ow. an unk polarzation Vectors at Photon UA
fieW w, A vs4 Oa sl fim we w1viem c 806 742-3463
effect This verte Auction vthat the frqoeny

npsiftpg~sUdM~M wave vector of the
h do hado oe ectron sunms In the

pbumweidem
'SuppnedbyAPOSR unde 0m 6.15

1. 0. Jhhem 19901 MMhnsdooal Codnfece on Plasma
8.1... pspwrMl16 (OakdmtCA).

2.0. Whohm Phys. Rev. A (inpus). "aO~*



Abstract Submitted for the
18th 1991 IEEE International Conference

on Plasma Science

Characterinics of Distribution Function

in a Time-Dependent Velodty Diffusion Process*

Huja X14 and Oumn Isbdiam

Texas Tech UniVenky, Lubbock Texas
The timpndmcy of doe patcevlyFusn

In pas hsben discusd by vaious d rtcal 2. Plasma Waves and
moesad shown in doe tetudeomue lnldns[

instabilities

from the quaulinar value at a modaty strong tubulence
leve in Lauguir t m [5. X

Under the assumption of ussan turblent fieds, d
non-Maricovian effects were discussed by Veat the -udl
veloeity as a Wlerprooea. 7he M memarype espprsln
the spatial Increm a pw a ce dc3wy a as In m
of retarded effective turlet e in * ralizod
Langevin equation [SI. We furthe Study such a non-Maduo'~ns
behavior in velocdiffMusionby 1Indcn the 1 noa-Gausslm
anure in turbulent fields. This modfcm o ed sooadeviatilon
of probability disubudon functon of prdcle velocity fia. the
Gaussian disuibution. The effect of aon-GaussWa tubulent
fields on dte pautile difusion coeffickat is discussed in deaiL

To examine the long behavior of th diffusion
Process, we perfotat-prl nuemcl exp =eh by a
newly istale Mesa masKel paailcmul at theTexas
T--h Universiy. In te e . m on , ie k-srM
Of sttinar Lnur suiuecIs modeed U~ifrnt
shapdes ei e and sh0 t ~sur-ienon-M ovan coe u
By varyinS the q shape, tis fictidous o-Mas

svressc Th reot of con-puddle Osamu IshLhara.
nu eriaxIperiments are presented and comparied with the

theor based on the assumption of son-Gausdsia tubulent Texcas Teh University

* Supported by AFOSR under pan 86.0156. Box 4439- 3102

1. Wusoy. qluids 12, 1045 (969). Lubbock, TX 79409
F. Dovel and D. Gruill. Phy& 25,1 396 ,J1982).
0. Ihlham and A. Hira6 Ph Fluids 28.2159 (985). USA

4 A. SslatPhys. Fluids 31 1499 (19).
[SILt XlaandO.ishlhar, 1990 la seutional Con- 806 742-3463

femn on Plasma See, paper 1B-7 (Odamd CA).
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Nonresonant wave-particle interaction in semiclassical quasilinear theory

Osamu Ishihara
Depanment of Ebmcal Eugiaawing. Texas Tech UvWriy, P.O. Bor 4439, Lubbock Texas 79409-4439

(Received 20 August 1986)

A nonresonant nature of wave-particle interaction is clarified from the viewpoint of quantum
mechanics. The interaction of particles and quasiparticles can be described by the use of transition
probability which is found to have both resonant and nonresonant contributions. The resma tran-
sition probabiky is known as Fesuul's golden rule, which is now supplemented by the norasonant
contribution, ruing in the proper conseuaon of eney and momenum in the particle-
quauiparticle sydem
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DRIFT ALFVEN FJGENMODE IN TOKAMAKS

A. HIROSE
Department of Physics,
University of Saskatchewan,
Saskatoon. Saskatchewan,
Canada

0. ISHIHARA
Department of Electrical Engineering,
Texas Technical University,
Lubbock. Texas,
United States of America
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SEARCH FOR
ION TEMPERATURE GRADIENT DRIVEN
ELECTROSTATIC HYDRODYNAMIC INSTABILITY
IN TOKAMAKS

A. HIROSE
Department of Physics,
University of Saskatchewan,
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan,
Canada

0. ISHIHARA
Department of Electrical Engineering,
Texas Tech University,
Lubbock, Texas,
United States of America

ABSTRAC. The ion temperature gradient drivn electrostatic instability in tokamak magnetic geometry has
been investigated numerially in terms of a generalzed Ion density moment For typical tokamak parameters
(ratio between the density gradient scale length and the major radius, - LIR, about 0 (0.1) and Tj I T.) the
semrch for rapidly growing instabilities of a hydrodynamic nature has been unsuccessful, even with the ion tempera-
tur gradient relative to the density gradient, i - d(lnT)/d(lnno), as large as six.
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Resistive ballooning mode In tokamaks

A. HutO AND T. L Komus'
DepwnsemfPhysks. UaWrt qf SasAcwva,= SaAkaueeu. Sai. Caws MNW O
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PRESISINVE MHD BALLOONING MODE IN TOKAMAKS

A. HIROSE
Dqutmen of Physics.
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Resonance broadening In drift wave turbulence

0. Ishiham and C. Grabowsld
Department of FJircal Engin ing Tam Te Uwmesy. Lubb&* Texas 79409

A. Hirose
Dpanment of Phyk Uni vrit ofwSam as. Saskatch/ma. SN OW Canda

(Received 30 June 1989; accepted 40ctober 1989)

Turbulent diffusion ofelectrons in drift modes in a sheared magnetic field is studied by using a
test particle numerical expeument. Electrons diffme across the magnetic field over mode
rationa suraces, wher electrons interact with wavs in resonace. A spatial diffusion
coeficient. which describes resonance broadening is found to be time depcideut and departs
frm quasslinear predictions in stronger turbulence even wel before the time when particles hit
the resonance boundary of the rational surfaces.
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Photon-Plasmon-Photon Interaction

Osm What

Dej - lmecEklccuical Engineering amdDepadmt iohysics

Texas Tech University. Lubbock Texas 79409-3102

ABSTRACT

A theory of photon-plsum-photon three-wave interaction is Presented. An electrOniagntic

wave launched bnid the plasa tuftilenx interct each other tough the wave-partidle interaction

resulting in the emission of an electromagnetic wave with frequency upshiftedL The theory is

based on the Dirac relativistic wave equation, where the interaction of plasma particles with

electromagnetic waves are described. It is shown that the freiquency upshifting of the

electromagnetic wave can take place in a current carrying plasma.

PACS numbers: 52.40.Db, 52-35.Ra, 52.40.Nk


